Supramolecular enantiodifferentiating photoisomerization of (Z)-cyclooctene in lyotropic and thermotropic liquid crystals.
In order to understand the roles of moderately organized media and the factors controlling the chirality transfer in supramolecular photochirogenesis, enantiodifferentiating photoisomerization of (Z)-cyclooctene to the chiral (E)-isomer (1E) has been performed for the first time in liquid crystal (LC) systems such as lyotropic LCs of poly(gamma-benzyl-L-glutamate) (PBLG), difluorobenzene derivatives mixture, and thermotropic cholesteryl oleyl carbonate LCs. Basically, the as-employed LCs provided small enantiomer excess (<5%). It is interesting that lyotropic PBLG LCs give contrasting results in cholesteric and nematic mesophases, revealing the importance of the relevant mesophase structure of LC. Selective excitation in achiral difluorobenzene LC doped with a chiral sensitizer facilitates us to conclude that the LC's chiral spatial arrangement is not sufficient or suitable to induce appreciable enantiomeric excess (ee) in the product, but the existence of molecular chirality (of a chiral sensitizer) is essential to afford an optically active (nonracemic) product at least in the present photosensitization system. The photosensitizations in thermotropic LCs further reveal that the product's ee can be manipulated by the LC mesophase not directly but through the sensitizer's conformational changes induced by the supramolecular interactions with the surrounding LC structure.